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Northern Ireland reported one case of xenophobia and
anti-migrants hate. The screenshot does not refer directly
to hateful language, but rather to the symbolism of hate.
In fact, the picture shows a demonstration, where the
National Front is showing its flag, on which is written:
“We must secure the existence of our people and a future
for white children”. Further analysing the website of the
North West National Front, it’s easy to understand the
xenophobic narrative used by the movement. On their
website, they list a number of issues they are fighting for,
including: ‘British jobs for British workers; Time to leave
the corrupt EU; Stop Immigration start repatriation; Stop
racist attacks to white etc.’1.

1

http://www.britishnationalfront.net/whatwestandfor.html
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This case study followed the terrorist attacks of 2017 in
Manchester. The post on Facebook only says ‘No words
needed’, as the picture is self-explanatory. The message
conveyed by the author of the post is that Europe, with
its policies most probably related to the management of
migration at different levels, on one side is fuelling the
growth of Islam within its own borders. This is intended
as a negative thing per se, as by doing that, in fact,
Europe is auto-condemning itself, and this is represented
through the slip-knot around ‘her neck’. Not surprisingly,
Europe is represented as a ‘white male’.
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The term kampflesbe is often used to insult lesbian
women, whose appearance seems to be masculine. The
author of the article herewith reported, in synthesis, is
writing about the sexist advertising ban – images of
women in lingerie are not allowed for example - in Berlin.
Thereby he directly insults the mayor of Berlin, Monika
Hermann, by addressing her with the word kampflesbe,
because of her masculine appearance.

The offensive term kampflesbe is used also in some
comments to the article, as in the examples reported in
the screenshot.
In the first comment there is a verbal attack against
feminists, and again, against the mayor of Berlin who
is addressed as a lesbian; the author of the comment
in this case refers both to gay women and feminists in
an offensive and distorted way: “ […] Death to feminism
… Who wants a human society, must destroy this highly
toxic feminism. This left green ‘kampflesben’ is just
another vivid proof of this necessity”.
In the second comment, the main argument is that
insisting on banning nudes of both females and males in
advertising would encourage ‘mass immigrant Muslims’
to continue with rapes, as well as that calling such
advertising ‘sexist’ would be hypocritical and limit the
portraits of women.
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This case analysed for Germany is the only one directly
addressing people with disability. The hateful word is
‘mong’, which is derived from ‘mongolosismus’ (EN:
mongolism) and is used as an insult to people suffering
from the Down Syndrome.
The article published on the same right-wing website
mentioned in case (1), is a sort of an ironical post about
a TV show called ‘Immer wieder Sonntags’ (a show
about German pop music). In one section of the article
the author describes the appearance in the show of an
individual suffering from Down Syndrome by referring to
him as ‘Parade-Mongol’, which means ‘prime example
for Mongolism’.
While there is no instigation to violence nor a direct
attack on the person, the use of such hateful and unrespectful wording seems a way to offend the dignity of
people with disability, based on no specific motivation
rather than the offense against the ‘diversity’ itself (most
probably based on a sense of ‘superiority’ for those who
consider themselves as ‘normal’).
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The author wrote a long, hateful and conspiracy-inspired post on migrants and Muslims, in which he affirms that
Europe has been targeted by migrants and Muslims, who are slowly taking over thanks also to the support of political
and religious leaders. In the section reported through the eMORE app (and documented with the screenshot) the
author speaks about a “programmed invasion … it could be the beginning of a disappearing process started via the
submersion of the millenary European populations and civilizations, who take part to the European governments’
projects of genocide against their own people”
From the post, it is possible to notice how the author is trying to use logic and history to support his theory, although
he adapts data and twists words. When reading the rest of the piece, it is possible to notice a strong religious
background and interest, although very superficial and often undeveloped, locked at a first, literal interpretation of the
scriptures. The author tries to give more importance to his personal point of view and bias, by identifying Islam with
the antichrist and by explaining modern episodes related to migration by recounting history, and therefore trying to
achieve a credibility he does not have.
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The following case (1) collected in Belgium concerns a post on the videogames website jeuxvideo.com. It was posted
on 18th of May 2012 and it was signaled to the eMORE App on 6th of July 2017. The page with the comment is no
longer available, while the website is still functioning.
The post has clear homophobic content and talks negatively about gay men who look particularly groomed or not
stereotypically masculine enough. The post implies that they are not manly enough, by putting the word men in
inverted commas, and by saying that these people cannot integrate or be considered normal if they adopt a feminine
style. That is also visible by the fact that men who adopt a more groomed style or appearance are directly called
“faggots” and not men. There is also, once more, the use of the “us versus them” rhetoric, which underlines the
division, the distinction, between the author and gay people. The author thinks that gay men do not have the right to
complain about integration if they do not conform to the roles and definitions previously defined by society. There is
a palpable anger against the inversion of gender roles and in the adoption of behavior or manners that do not belong
to what is usually seen as “masculine”.
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The case described is related to the word ‘retarded’, which was found on an online forum among those selected by
the Maltese partner when providing instructions to the Crawler. The link detected by the Crawler, dated 30 December
2017, contained a specific episode of hate speech concerning people of colour, combined with hate speech against
persons with disability as the author of the post refers to black skinned people as “retarded”. The author of the post
comments on violence and vandalizing committed by people of African origin in Melbourne (Australia), in December
2017, and the fact that the police admit that Melbourne, “has a problem with African gang crime”. As a consequence,
the author of the post argues that this event illustrates that black people are “sub-human”, and the event in Melbourne
shows that “the two races (black and white) are incompatible (…). Otherwise they [black people] are so stupid,
retarded; they don’t connect a belated punishment to their crime”.
From this case study, we can see that disability-related hate words are clearly linked to the category of race, and are
used to belittle people of another ethnic origin.
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For Malta, the most used hateful word relating to gender found by the Crawler, on the basis of the list of words
selected by the researchers, was ‘whore’. The case reported below is derogatory towards both black people and
women, as the author of the post considers that women who have relationships with black people are all ‘whores’.
This statement made by the author takes place in the context of protests in St Louis (Missouri) on September 2017,
after a judge delivered a not guilty verdict in a case relating to a police officer, who was involved in the shooting of
a black man. The author uses this event to argue that black people have to be “booted out”, of the USA, to Africa,
otherwise “blacks will destroy any White Civilisation, if given the same rights as Whites”. In order to defend his theory,
the author criticizes and incriminates women who have relationships with black people because according to him,
that dilutes and weakens the White Civilisation. Consequently, these women are just “white whores, who opened their
thighs to these sub-humans”. In this case, we see hate words related to gender again used in the context of racism.
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The example reported is related to the word ‘cigan’, where the screenshot only shows an extract from a long post.
The article was found on the website of a group that defines its members as Slovenian patriots. The site is full
of historical debates which discuss the Venetic theory of ancient Slovenian origins, symbols, myths, heraldry, and
similar. It is very nationalistic but the administrators and contributors generally refrain from hate speech and racist
discourse. It is the overall context where people associate this group with the making of public appearances and what
they stand for, which is nationalism, racism and hate speech, which can be recognized by elements of discrimination
and ethnic distance. The Crawler detected the use of the world “cigan” (i.e. Gypsy), which is a derogatory designation
for the Roma, based on the preliminary indications provided by the researchers to the tool. However, we can state
how this term is still used widely and often claimed not to be derogatory, but simply “how they refer to themselves
as well”.
It is interesting to note how in this case, which unfortunately represents an increasing trend, the border between what
is considered hate speech and what is not can be very thin. The so called ‘haters’ are becoming more and more aware
of which terms and languages are generally accepted on the web, for instance, and what instead can be subject to
‘censorship’. This puts us in front of a worrying scenario, where the use of discriminatory words can be justified as it
becomes part of a narrative widely accepted and not considered as such.
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This case concerns the Twitter platform, and in particular the case of a journalist who created a huge public debate
when, in August 2015, he tweeted the following statement: Europe can easily solve immigrant crisis. With bullets.
No legal action was taken against him, and he continued to enjoy the sympathy of intolerant right-wing proponents of
closed borders and bans on immigration. Yet it ignited the public, who thought his words were directly inciting hatred
and that he should thus be prosecuted for using hate speech. It is not surprising that his Twitter account has been
reported as containing hate speech again within this eMORE exercise.
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The analysis of the Crawler results presented some challenges also for Cyprus. However, three key words stand out
as most gathered in terms of data - Μαιμου, Δουλα, Τουρκος – monkey, servant/slave, Turk. In attempting to export
the research, the excel file appears to be corrupted: nonetheless, some links worked and direct the enquirer to the
website of a fascist organization based in Limassol, Cyprus (KEA - Κινημα Ελληνικής Αντίστασης). While the analysts
were not able to use the data exported to understand actual events in real-time, as the data did not correspond to
specific articles or comments, they could still verify that the website of this organization is an active blog run by the
extreme right. It resembles a portal, as it features articles on a wide variety of issues from fascist perspectives such
as the Cypriot problem, Greek History, Ideology, derogative categories on political parties, the mainstream media,
Turkey and legal issues. Its worth mentioning that the website regularly features the speech of Golden Dawn MPs in
the Greek media and parliament.
One example of an article from the website, which
refers to “Turkmogols” (a derogative term combining
both negative connotative words in Cypriot slang of
“Turk” and “Mogol”, denoting those who came from
afar as barbarians and thus not entitled to live around
Greeks), is signed by the leader of the organisation
and is followed by a comment on the war in Syria. The
comment uses derogative words to find the similarities
between the Turkish invasion of Syria and the invasion
of Cyprus in 1974. Moreover, the title refers to Turkey
as not trustworthy regarding peace in the light of the
talks between the leaders from the Bizonal Bicommunal
Federation, which is the suggested solution for re-uniting
Cyprus. As a cover photo, the article features hard-core
content; Solomos Solomou, a Greek/Cypriot nationalist
lies on the floor where he was killed by a Turkish/Cypriot
official during his attempt to remove the Turkish flag
at a demonstration in a UN buffer zone in 1996. This
is an example where the national question is used to
stir nationalist fervour, racism and religion related hate
speech.
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This post on You tube comments on a video dedicated to parents acceptance of their LGBT sons and daughters.
The author of the post apparently affirms that parents must respect and love their children no matter what their
passions or weaknesses are, but at the same time he/she states that the parents must not promote or legalize
‘abnormal sexual preferences’. While this person is not clearly or directly offending the people in the video or the
LGBT community as such, he/she is still making reference to ‘sexual preferences’ as well as to ‘abnormality’; thus the
comment represents a form of offense and dissemination of hateful sentiments against LGBT people.
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One controversial case presented in the Italian national report concerns the reactions to a comment posted by a
cultural mediator of Pakistani origin, following the news of an episode of sexual violence that took place in the city of
Rimini.
The news, regarding aggression towards a couple of tourists and violence of a sexual nature against the woman, both
originally from Poland, was perpetrated by a group of people of North-African origin, and raised a huge discussion in the
country with regards to topics such as security and migration. A few days after this terrible crime, a 24 year old cultural
mediator of Pakistani origin posted a shocking comment online, saying that sexual violence against women is seen as bad
only at the beginning of the act, and then it becomes ‘normal’, as showed in the screenshot below.
The comment was forwarded to national newspapers and became a political case throughout Italy. A number of hateful
comments addressing the cultural mediator followed, who was first suspended and then fired by the CSO.
The tone of the comments was the following:
“Keep him in jail until he rots. Like a good Muslim he is false, hypocritical, a liar, arrogant, violent, an unbeliever, cowardly,
etc. etc. (...) Do you want to understand that the cooperatives that welcome them with open arms are accomplices to these
criminals ?????”
“Let’s send this leech parasite back to Pakistan! Kicks in the ass and go!”
“If he does not understand Italian, he should be back to his home. This TROGLODYTE!”
Hate speech, in this case, directly connects the content of the mediator’s comment to his origin and religion. According
to the authors of the comments, his ideas are related to the fact that he is a Muslim/Pakistani and all Muslims/Pakistani
necessarily think in the same way - they are a community of like-minded people.
Hate speech refers also to the company that hired the mediator, a cooperative working with refugees and asylum seekers.
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One of the few cases collected for Italy through the eMORE app concerns hate towards women. After having shared
on Facebook the news related to a young girl originally from Poland, who has been the victim of sexual violence by
a group of people of North African origin, the municipal secretary Saverio Siorini, belonging to the movement named
“Noi con Salvini” - which supports the leader of the political party Lega Nord, and who was recently made Ministry of
the Interior - attacked the President of the Chamber (at that time) Laura Boldrini, as well as all the female members
of the Democratic Party: “But to Boldrini and the women of the Democratic Party, when will it happen? (to be raped)”.
As a consequence of this post, Siorini was expelled from his party.
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Hate against Roma: examples of narratives used in the media in Romania
Due to a number of challenges encountered by the Romanian partner in using the crawler for the qualitative analysis,
the researchers decided to carry out an in-focus by analysing a selection of media news and articles from 2017, mainly
focused on Roma and their leaders, identified using the words ‘Roma’ or ‘Gypsies’.
Although the word Gypsy is considered as racist in Romania, still some TV stations use it in their news reports. This is
usually not a neutral choice, or based on ignorance about the use of this word, as there have been intense national debates
about the correct terms to use. Those who oppose using the word Roma – the way Roma actually call themselves in their
own language – mainly do it with a racist undertone, as they do not want Roma to be confused with Romanian2.
While there are notable differences between the journalistic approaches of the different TV stations included in the
analysis, with some using a more neutral reporting than others, articles are full of generalizations, often already from the
title. Furthermore, the majority send, directly or indirectly, a negative message about the Roma, generally linked to some
societal prejudiced belief. One of the hypothesis is that the media tend to use the embedded societal racism against the
Roma to get further readership/rating.
The general Roma portrait that comes out, either directly suggested or implied, by analysing only the titles (and being the
researchers mindful of the Romanian context), is that Roma would be: backward, uncivilized, ridiculous in a naïve, child-like
fashion, constantly in search for easy-made money, devious, squatters who live off the backs of others/the state, irrational
and simple-minded, violent and aggressive - sometimes cruel, thieves/criminals of some sort. They would tarnish the
image of Romania abroad, through their behaviour and the bad things they say about the country, or simply because others
associate ‘us’ with ‘them’. Some stories report on compensation paid to Roma, and in some instances the titles suggest
it would be unwarranted, pointing to the prejudice that respecting Roma rights is a “political correctness” sort of thing,
imposed from abroad.
It is interesting to note how the argument of politically correctness is often used by haters when commenting on antiracism narrative or politics.

2

Red Network, Roma versus Gypsy - a typically Romanian dilemma, available at: http://www.red-network.eu/?i=red-network.en.items&id=722
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